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ABSTRACT

The claim of improved efficiency and reliability of networking technology provides for a framework of service discovery, where clients connect to services over the network based on a comparison of the client’s requirements with the advertised capabilities of those services. Many service directory technologies exist to provide this middleware functionality: each with their own default set of service attributes that may be used for comparison and each with their own default search algorithms. Because the most expressive search ability might not be as important as robustness for directory services, the search algorithms provided are usually limited when compared to a service devoted entirely to intelligent service discovery.
This paper proposes a framework of intelligent service discovery running alongside a service directory that allows the search service to have available a range of search algorithms. The most appropriate algorithm may be chosen for a search according to the data types found in the search criteria. A specific implementation of this framework will be presented as a Jini service, using a constraint satisfaction problem-solving architecture that allows different algorithms to be used as library components.

INTRODUCTION

The availability, speed and reliability of networking technology validates a service discovery framework, where clients connect to services over the network based on the advertised capability descriptions (Pascoe, 2000) of those services. Services in this framework are computer-based interfaces to devices, applications, objects or resources that a client uses.

The key challenge for such systems is to enable clients to locate the service that best suits their needs, where best will be defined by the client using infrastructure provided by the framework’s implementation. The client’s requirement description must be compared with the advertised capability descriptions of the services to find the best match (Pascoe, 2000).

Comparison of a client’s requirement description with a service’s capability description requires an infrastructure with a language for describing service attributes. Descriptions can be formed using this language and used as search criteria. Descriptions might include service attributes, such as type of service, or quality of service in terms of cost, speed or accuracy of results.

Service discovery frameworks may be classified according to where the comparison takes place. The locality could be: at the client site, at the server site or at a third party search service called a lookup. Lookup is typically a directory-based process of locating or looking up a specific service or activating an agent capable of doing the job (McGrath, 2000). Each of these styles has a different profile in terms of network traffic and a combination of all three is possible (Pascoe, 2000).

When using a lookup, the client must be able to provide the lookup process with enough detail for the service to be located. This detail may be a specific address or identification or it may be data to form some matching criteria with which the lookup process may search and build a satisfier set of services that match the search criteria.

This paper begins by giving a useful definition of a directory service with an attribute language and search language. Most directory services are either distributed file system or networked file sharing mechanisms. This paper then expands upon that definition to form the concept of a service directory that allows sharing of electronic services by electronic clients. Java’s Jini technology is explored as a perfect example of a service directory that uses capability descriptions and requirement descriptions with exact pattern matching as part of its search language.
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